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The parton structure of elementary particles such as the electron, proton and 

neutron is developed using a constrained Schroedinger equation deduced from the Beltrami 

equation for linear momentum. The constraint is a direct result of the geometry of the 

Beltrami equation, which is an example of the geometrically based ECE theory. Using the 

conservation of total energy E, a differential equation is obtained in potential energy V, which 

is used in the Schreodinger equation to evaluate the energy levels and wavefunctions ofthe 

elementary particle. Partons are the result of the wavefunctions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent papers in this series { 1 - 10} have produced a vectorial format of the. 

Cartan identity and a geometrical theory of charge current density. The Beltrami formalism 

has been incorporated into ECE theory and in Section 2 of this paper the Beltrami equation 

for linear momentum pis considered. Using the quantum postulate the Beltrami equation is 

developed into a Schroedinger equation with a constraint, a cubic equation in V - E, where V 

is the potential energy and where E is the total energy. Using the conservation of total energy 

E, this equation is reduced to a differential equation in V, and V is used in the Schroedinger 

equation to find the wavefunctions and energy levels of the interior structure of an elementary 

particle such as an electron, proton or neutron. Therefore it is assumed that the interior 

structure of an elementary particle is governed by a Beltrami equation in linear momentum p. 

This is the starting hypothesis, chosen because the Beltrami equation leads to the powerful 

Schroedinger equation or inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation. In this series of two hundred 

and sixty papers to date, nearly all the precepts of the standard model have been refuted, so 

the quark gluon model is rejected on the grounds that it is a meaningless curve fitting exercise 

based on nineteen adjustables and many errors and obscurities {1 - 10}. Background notes 

one to five accompanying UFT260 on www.aias.us lead in to Section 2, and should be read as 

part of the paper. These notes deal with absence of curvature in the vacuum, the Beltrami 

structure of various quantities in the absence of a magnetic monopole, the conditions under 

which the tetrad is a Beltrami function, spherical solutions of the Helmholtz equation and the 

basic equation of matter in terms of the tetrad. These notes deal with the homogeneous 

Helmholtz equation, but in order to develop a parton theory the Schroedinger equation is 

needed. The Beltrami condition on linear momentum constrains the Schroedinger equation in 

such a way as to produce a rich internal structure, containing as much information as the 
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quark model, but with only one parameter c~mpared with nineteen, and with complete 

absence of obscurity. 

2 DERIVATION OF THE CONSTRAINED SCHROEDINGER EQUATION 

Consider the Beltrami equation in linear momentum: 

- -
where in general '\-{ depends on coordinates and is not a constant. From Eq. ( \ ) 

'S!_ 'A (' q_ ~ f_) , <'! '~<- ( YLf) - l ~) 

By vector analysis Eq. ( d.. ) can be developed as: 

'1l~·f_)-'1Jf - ~~f 

so: 

One possible solution is: 

and: . - (!) 

Eq. ( b ) implies: 



f . ~ ( "!__ • f) ~ f . i ~'\ X 1 ~ O - (-,) 

-
Two possible solutions of Eq ( f · ) are: 

5L·f- o -CO 
-

and: 

q ( '1 . 1) : _Q_ • - ( ") 

Now use the quantum postulate: 

and the Schroedinger equation is D- lV J 
( 'J')-\--Y<-"))1 -=-- 0. -(\~) 

From Eq. ( \ ";) ): '2-(l~')~~J)f) ~2- -(t-3) 

(~')i--\~"))'1-~ -\- ('l("'J*'Y'(J))f ~E._ 
. -(tlr) 

a possible solution of which is: 

L e. 

-=- 0 -
and 
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Eq. ( \b ) is Eq. ( \\ ) Q.E.D. Eq. ( \ b ) can be written as: 

'i 'G J 1 -\- 'l \1{ ) f '"- 0, - ( t:) 
I.e. 

( 
~ ') ,./, ) - 0 - ( l 'g\ 

"' :;;::; f-r\<T --. ') 
-

A possible solution of Eq. ( \ '&Gs ~e S;o:~e)e~tion""- O . - c l:) 
So the Schroedinger equation is compatible with Eq. ( \\ ). 

Eq. ( b' ) gives: 

which is consistent with Eq. ( \ '\ ) only if: 

Eq. ( "\ ) gives: 

where: 

'l("~*) ~ _Q_ -(-:1:>.) 

\}")+ ~ ~\"~f· -C~) 
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and: 

Therefore: 

from a comparison ofEqs. ( \ ~ ) and ( -:J~ ) . we obtam the subsidiary condition· 

'J J J "") -=> c,· I~ 
\'( 'J \~ = 5L \c. . ']__ '<c + K - L :.T1) 

where: 

KJ ~ ~(v-~} -(~~ 

Q \-( J .,_ ~}h <g__ 'I -l ~"\\ 
{:' ) 

Therefore: 

"") vc J ""-- ~VI- <(]) "'\T - c~6' 
·. t") . ~ 

and 

(;;~n~))bi~cor_nt~;ti;/(v;-1:\ t f 1 ('IV. 'l v\ = 0 

~~ ) ~"" ") -( 1\) 



This can be written as a cubic equation in E, which is a constant. E is expressed 

in terms ofV, (/'\[,and 'J ).V Using: -
--

gives a differential equation in V which can be solved numerically, giving an expression for 

V. Finally this expression for Vis used in the Schroedinger equation: 

wavefunctions of the interior parton structure of an elementary particle such as an electron, 

proton or neutron. The well developed methods of computational quantum mechanics can be 

used to find the expectation values of any property and can be applied to scattering theory, 

notably deep inelastic electron electron, electron proton and electron neutron scattering. 

These data are claimed to provide evidence for quark structure, but the quark model depends 

on the validity of the U ( 1) and electro weak sectors of the standard model. In this series of 

papers these sector theories have been refuted in many ways. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

Section by Dr. Horst Eckardt. 
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